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Deducting the Deficit
N C E that accountancy practice
EVisI D Eemerging,
figuratively speaking,
from the darkness of the Middle Ages is
plentiful in many quarters. The dawn of
a Renaissance begins to light the professional sky. Every now and then, during
the past two or three years, the profession
has received a shock from some lawyer,
engineer, credit man, banker, or author,
who has vied with the others in expounding
the philosophy of accountancy. Steeped
in the dogma of tradition, accountants at
first found it difficult to believe that any
one outside of their own ranks could tell
them anything about their chosen subject.
Gradually, i f somewhat slowly, has come a
realization that professional accounting
service, in order to succeed, must take
cognizance of substance as well as form,
of collateral as well as direct relations with
clients, and of common sense in the application of scientific principles. As a result,
more and more frequently some courageous
progressive startles the professional world
with some novel act of procedure which,
when properly appreciated, makes one
wonder why it was so long forthcoming.
But accountants are still somewhat
stupid about certain things. They are
still too prone to regard a balance sheet as
a contrivance to effect equilibrium instead
of a figure-picture of financial condition.
That the two sides are in agreement, in so
far as the figures are concerned, seems to

be the limit of comprehension. T o tell the
story of those relations which are incident
to condition; to set forth facts which will
serve to guide the judgment in policymaking; to make the statement pulsate
with life and interest; these and other
necessities of constructive procedure seem
never to have made any impression on the
consciousness of some individuals.
Involved in the matter of balance sheetmaking is the question of how a deficit
should be treated. Stated briefly, "Should
a deficit be shown on the asset side as a
balancing item, or deducted on the righthand side, or liabilities section, from the
invested capital account?" The question
is more than an academic one, and therefore an attempt to answer it may only be
made after consideration from a practical
angle. In other words, "What will be the
meaning, in either form of treatment, to
the reader of the balance sheet?"
Conceptions may differ as to what is a
deficit, and it must be admitted that the
term has different meanings at different
times. For the purpose of this discussion
it may be regarded as that condition wherein, from one cause or another, there has
been some encroachment on the invested
capital. Deficits from operations may
arise occasionally, or continue over a series
of years, but until there has been an accumulation of such net operating losses
sufficient to exceed any previously earned
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or otherwise created surplus the question
of a deficit in capital is not relevant.
The treatment of a capital deficit must
needs be considered in its relation to different types of proprietary organization and
different forms of capital stock representing ownership. It is conceivable that
there might be occasion to show a deficit
on the balance sheet of an individual or of
a copartnership, meaning by this a true
capital deficit where the business is being
operated entirely on borrowed capital.
Cases of this kind have been known. B u t
any attempt in these cases to deduct a
capital deficit from the liabilities would be
like sending one's check to the bank to
cover an overdraft. U p to the point where
the capital of the proprietor has been consumed, any deficit appearing could only
properly be one from operations and as
such, i f shown on the balance sheet as a
matter of historical interest instead of being
tied up with proprietorship on the income
statement, would be deducted from the
capital account.
In the matter of corporations, the capital
representations will depend on whether the
stock is with or without par value. The
principle applying to capital and the relation of a capital deficit thereto seem to be
the same in any event. A capital deficit
means that someone's capital has become
impaired. The extent of impairment having been determined the question then becomes one of deciding on whose capital, or
on which class or classes of capital contributors, the impairment falls. Having decided this, the logical thing to do is to
relate the deficit to the proper capital
account and so show the relation on the
balance sheet.
The point has frequently been made that
the amount of capital stock of a corporation is fixed by charter; that where a corporation has issued all the capital stock so
authorized it has no right to either increase
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or decrease its capital stock without the
permission of the charter-granting body;
that the application of a deficit to the par
value of capital stock outstanding indicates
a reduction of such stock and is in violation of authority. This is a weak argument which fails when consideration is
given to the fact that a corporation frequently regulates the amount of its effective capital through treasury stock manipulation. Further, no regulating governmental body has yet attempted to prohibit
corporations from losing money, even to
the extent of having all their capital so
absorbed. A n y of such corporations might
conceivably go on as long as creditors were
willing to play a substitute role for stockholders in furnishing the capital for
operations.
It is generally conceded that surplus is
the slack in corporation assets which may
be taken up by losses before any impairment of invested capital need be suffered.
There is no argument among classes of
shareholders on this point. The argument
may come when the line between surplus
and capital has been crossed. Then, if
there are both common and preferred
shares it is, "Whose capital has been damaged by the losses?" If the preference
attaching to the latter class is as to earnings and not to assets there is no reason
generally to suppose that the two classes of
shareholders would not rate in liquidation
as their respective collective shares are
proportionate to the total shares. If the
preference is as to principal then the exercise of this preference would require that
common shareholders stand the losses as
long as any of their capital remains.
The fact that shares are without par
value does not seem to affect this principle.
Stock certificates are but the representations of capital interest. The capital contributed may be true or fictitious in
amount, depending, in the case of par stock,
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on whether the stock is full paid and value
was received. But again this is not important in this case because the question is
one of determining the respective interests
of shareholders in the invested capital and
how each would be affected by capital
impairment. Thus it appears to make no
difference whether the position in liquidation of the respective classes of shareholders is determined on a share or on a
money-amount basis. The only complication which appears is that represented by
non-par preferred stock having a redemption value which, if there were no legal
question involved, might be easily gotten
around by considering such stock as one
would ordinary preferred stock with a
fixed par value.
Regardless of the form which sharerepresentation may take, that is, whether
the shares are with, or without, par value,
caution should be exercised in expressing
the relation of the respective classes of
shareholders to the enterprise and the
effect of a capital deficit on the invested
capital of the respective classes. A combination of all the invested capital in one
total on the balance sheet with the application thereto of a capital deficit may, in certain instances, be indicated; for example,
where there are both common and preferred stock and the deficit exceeds the invested capital represented by the common
stock. As a rule, however, it seems prefer-
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able to show the share-interests as separate
items, relating to that class which is
affected, any existing capital deficit.
Reviewing, the discussion then, it appears, generally speaking, that a deficit
shown on the asset side of a balance sheet
is inconsistent with classification; that if
not misleading, at any rate it does not help
the reader to obtain with the least expense
of effort a true picture of the capital situation. There may be, however, cases of
sole proprietorship and
copartnership
wherein the deficit would have to be shown
on the asset side, since it would not be
proper to deduct it from the liabilities. In
deducting a capital deficit consideration
must always be given to the facts of capital
interest, and extreme care had in cases
where new conditions spring up in connection with shares having no par value.
Hard and fast rules applied without
thought are dangerous.
Accountancy
practice needs to be purged of many antiquated notions and methods. The forward steps need to be carefully watched,
but they need to be taken nevertheless.
There is no reason why accountants should
go on showing capital deficits among the
assets, because they have always been
shown that way, if careful study and sound
judgment indicate that in some, if not
most cases, the true situation is better
portrayed by deducting them from the
invested capital.

